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Chapter I
THE PRESENT 3Wm
A. The Siprnlfleance of Illeg^ltlmacy
Illegitimacy is a widespread problem. The United Sfcated
Children's Bureau reports^ that of the total mimber of
1,801,315 live births occurring within the Registration /^rea^
in 1938» 74,256 {4,2^) were illegitimate births. Mary Colby,
points o\it^ that of the estimated 16,000 children adopted
each year, about sixty per cent are children bom out of v/ed-j
lock.
However, the full significance of illegitimacy to the
child and to the comimmity cannot bo measuj'ed or sensed by a ^
statistical approach. An illegitimate child is, generally
!
speaking, gravely handicapped by the circ\imstances of his
birth, Lettice Fistier^ and Emma Lundberg^ agree that for
centuries the child bom out of wedlock has been deprived of
|
the "fundamental rights of childhood", including normal home
\
i
1 U, S, Children's Bureau, "The Number and Percentage
of Live Births that were Illegitimate Amoisg V'/hite and Other
Races, 1929-1938". P^iblication Nimber 842 x«
2 This area does not include California, Massachu-
setts, New York, South Dakota or Texas.
S Mary Ruth Colby, "Protection of Children in Adop-
tion." United States Children's i^ireau Pamphlet, 1933, p. 2,
4 Lettice Fisher, "The Unmarried Mother and Her
Child". Comtemporary Review , 156:485-489 (October, 1939).
5 Emma 0. Lundberg, Children of Illegitimate Birth
and Measures for Their Protection (Washin :ton: U. S. Child-
ren's Bureau, 1926} Ptiblication Number 166, p. 1,

life; opportunities for education, recreation, and vocation**
al preparation for life; or moral, social and physical de-
velopment in harmony with accepted American standards. Yet
these children must take their places as fellow citizens of
the children more happily horn. Illegitimacy, like physical
ill-health, can no longer be regarded as a matter of person-
al concern only. Both have social significance^, in that
the support or correction of their victims places a burden
upon society, and hinders the most efficient realization of
social goals. Vsfe can Imrdly hope to prevent all illegiti-
macy as long as human beings do not conform to socially
acceptable standards, but we can, while striving for decreas-
ing incidence, attempt to modify our methods and activities
in such a way as to allow the most satisfactory and normal
adjustments for all persons involved.
B. Pu2?pose of the Study
The causes of illegitimacy have been ?ibly discussed and
evaluated by niiinerous writers, as have such other factors in
illegltimiacy os the care and rehabiliation of the mother,
the methods of dealing with the alleged father, and the
primary disposal of the child. However, an examination of
the literature on the Subject of illegitimacy reveals very
6 Ida R. Parker, A Follow-Up Study of 550 Iller;itl-
macy Applications (Boston: Research Bureau on Social Case
Work, 1924), p?. 44-45.

5few studies of the long time adj\i3tment of the child as he
matures under the possible stigma of his illegitimacy. Thus,
there has been revealed a need for an examination of the in-
fluences of parents, foster homes, school and community on
the lives of illegitimate children and for a consideration
of the adjustments which these children and their adult
advisors have worked out to meet the demands of their en-
vironment •
The present study is an attempt to present objective
data on the hereditary and environmental factors influencing
the development of a small group of illegitimate children
and the type of problems which resulted in their referral
to the child-placing agency. Any scientifically-planned
treatment procedure must be based upon a knowledge of these
^bove-mentioned factors, and it was to this end, as well as
to an understanding of the possible situations confronting
illegitimates, that the data of this thesis have been direc-
ted.
A supplementary study of the treatment procedure util-
ized in the care of these children, and the outcomes achieved
therefrom, will be prepared by the writer in the near fixture
for the use of the Boston Children's Aid Association.
C. Scope of this Study
The data used were obtained from the case records of the
Boston Children's Aid Association. The records of all ille-

gitimate children who were six years of age or older at th9
time of referral to the Children's Aid Association, and who
were discharged from care during the six-year period, 1934-
1935-1936-1938-1939-1940, have been Included, with one ex-
ception* There were six illegitimate children who had been
discharged by reason of their adoption, and in accordance
with the policy of the Children's Aid Association, their
histories are sealed and not available for study purposes
•
The selection of the age limit - six years or older -
was an arbitrary choice, made for the purpose of eliminating
children offered for adoption only and to provide older
children whose experiences and adjustments would fumiv^h a
larger, more varied, and, therefore, more valuable insist
into the problems confronting children of unmarried parents.
Selection of eases was begun in the 1940 group of discharges,
and continued through the 1936 group, at which time a suit-
able number of oases had been collected, on the basis of an
adequate sample and of time available to pursue the study.
A portion of the cases discharged in the year, 1936,
(122 of the total 195) and all cases closed in 1937 have
not been listed or evaluated by the agency Department of
Study and Training, and, therefore, the illegitimates among
them could not be numbered or studied.
The total number of all evaluated cases discharged by
the Children's Aid Association during the period covered in

this stndy was 874, of which 215 {25%) are listed as illegi-
timate. Only fifty-seven of the illegitimate children were
at least six years of age at the time of referral, indica-
ting that the majority of the clients were young, and pre-
sijmably accepted v/ith tlie aim of arranging adoption. When
the six closed (adoption) cases were removed, a total of
51 children remained eligible for inclusion in the project*^.
Tlriese 51 children came from 49 "families", as three of them
had the same parents.
A brief outline, by chapters, may be helpful in an un-
derstanding of the scope of this paper. Chapter II presents
the facts pertinent in an understanding of tlie child's re-
ferral to agency care. Chapter III and IV deal with the
mother and with the father - their developmental histories,
their relationship to each other, to the child and to socie-
ty. Chapter V is a discussion of the placements of the
child before his referral to the Children's Aid Association.
In Chapter VI, the physical, mental and social development
of the child are considered; while Chapter VII is devoted
to summary end to the conclusions arising from the material
presented.
D. Method
In order to expedite the collection and arrangement of
7 P'or detailed information on the discharges by
years, see Appendix 1.

the facts to be considered In this study, a two-page
schedule^ was drawn up, and a complete set furnished for
each child included herein. The data were taken entirely
from the case records and discharge cards of the Boston
agency. Tiiese discharge carda^, prepared by the Department
of Study and Training, at the time of discontinuance of ser-
vice, proved very helpful In determining such factors as the
age of child at referral, source and reason for referral,
and the establishment of paternity. In addition to the in-
formation thus obtained, each case history was read complete-
ly in order to secure the various details of the child's
background before referral. Since the material gathered in
this manner is entirely from case records, it is open to all
the possibilities of error in recording by the original writ-
er and to the dangers of misinterpretation or misunderstand-
ing by the reader. Every effort has been nade to minimize
those factors, but in considering the analyses of this paper,
there should be an awareness of the indirectness of the
approach.
After each child had been studied and the data entered
on the schedule sheets, statistical tables were sade for
each separate item on the sheets. These tables then allowed
8 A copy of the schedule sheets used for this study
are included in Appendix 2.
9 A sample is shown In Appendix 3.

a compact view of the various factors to b© evaluated,
it was from them that tho conclusions of the study are
drawn.

Chapter II
REPBT^RAL TO TIIE AGEIICY
A. Sonrces of Heferral
A knowledge of the type of agency which referred the
child to the Children* 3 Aid Association for care gives some
indication of the type of problem, and of its severity. Nine
children (18^^) of the total number studied were referred by
various courts or probation departments; 11 children {22%)
came from family agencies, nine of whom were from private
agencies, and two from public family agencies; nine children
were referred by protective agencies; seven (13^) by child
Guidance clinics and seven by private Individuals. Three
children (6/0 were brought to agency attention by medical
organizations; and tv/o (4^C) by agencies dealing with mental
diseases. There was one child from each of tije following
types of agencies • a child-placing agency, a maternity home,
and a residence institution for dependent children. Table
1 indicates these sources of referral as described above.
The largest number of referrals came from the Boston
Juvenile Court which sent eight of the 51 illegitimates (16/0
to the Children's Aid Association for foster home placement.
The Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cmielty to
Children sent the next largest group of seven (14%). There
were five (10^) from the Boston Family Welfare Society; four
ft
TABLE 1
Type of Agency Which Referred the 51 Children
T':>'-pe of Ap;enGy Iliimber Percent
Court or Probation Department 9 IB
Child Protective 9 18
Child a-uidance Clinic 7 13
Family 11 22
Piiblic 2
Private 9
Medical 5 6
Mental Diseases 2 4
Child Placing 1 2
Residence Institution 1 2
Katernlty Home 1 2
Non-Agency (Individual)
_7 15
Total 51 100
{Q%.) from the Judge Baker Guidance Center; three {6%) from
the Psychiatric Clinic of the Massachusetts General Hospital
and an equal nuiTiber from Morgan Memorial; while two (4^)
came from the Massachusetts Child Council. Application for
the care of one child was received from each of the follow-
ing agencies: The Boston Children's Hospital, The Massachu-
setts Division of Mental Diseases, Tne Maiden Associated
Charities, The Brighton Juvenile Court, The Social Service
Department of the Boston Dispensory, The Evangeline Booth
Hosx)ital, The Massacliusetts Division of Aid and Relief, Tlie
Westborough State Hospital, 'llie Hampton County Children's
Aid' Association, The Welfare Department of the City of Bos-
ton, Tlie Florence Crittenton Home, and the Pomery Home in

Newt on.
The remaining seven children (13^) received treatment
because of the application made to the agency by an indi-
vidual. Three of them were referred by their mothers, while
one each came through the following sources ~ a former pri-
vate foster mother, a former school visitor, a Children's
Aid Association visitor who happened to learn of the child's
difficulties, and a brother who was already in the care of
the agency.
B. Reasons for Referral
Thirty-three of the 51 children (65^) were referred be-
cause they were considered behavior problems by the remitting
agency. The remaining 13 (55^) exhibited no serious overt
tendencies to misbehavior, and were in need of treatment
only because of the poor health or inadequacies of parents,
or the child's own health and personality. It should be
mentioned in this connection that a high percentage of the
children accepted for care by the Children's Aid Association
are children axhiblting problem behavior, ilnoe the Agency
tends to select cases which can utilize to full advantage
the intensive care and facilities it offers. On the basis
of sex, these two groups were about equally divided. Of
the children presenting behavior difficulties, 15 (46^)
were boys and 18 {54%) girls; irtiile in the non-behavior
problem group, eight (44J^) were male and ten (56%) female.

Of the behavior problems, four children caijsed difficulty
only in the home; seven only in the cortmnmity-^} and one made
a good adjustment except in school. ITiere were six children
whose misbehavior extended from the home to school; eight
were problems in both horae and coniiminity ; three in both
school and coimnunity; while four were maladjusted in all
spheres of their life • home, school and community,
Tlie children accepted for care on the basis of being non-
behavior problems included two children in need of a hone
and supervision while their mothers were undergoing a period
of hospitalization; four children required attention because
of the inability of the mother to provide adequately for
their needs; another group of four illegitimates had for
various reasons no horae in which to find shelter and protec-
tion; two were referred for reasons of ill health; while the
remaining five received consideration because of personality
difficult ies^ involving no overt delinquencies,
'J?he exact type of undesirable behavior predominant in
the various children, and the grouping of different types of
1 Problem behavior was considered to fall into the
cornwunity classification when difficulties were experienced
outside the home and school, av.oh as stealing from stores
or sejoial misconduct not involving members of the offender's
household.
2 lliis group included children exhibiting such
characteristics as effeminacy, STispiciousnoss
,
fcarfulness,
moodiness, nervousness, and inability to make friends.
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problems In each child is indicated by the following table:
TABLE 2
Type and Grouping of Behavior Problems
Classification IJumbor
Stealing 2
Lying and Stealing 4
Truancy 2
Truancy and Stealing 2
Truancy and Running Away 1
Stealing, Lying and Ftunning Away 2
Truancy and TJnmanageable at Home 2
Truancy, Lying and Temper Tantrums 1
Sex Delinquency 4
Temper Tantrrnna 2
Stealing, Lying and Truancy 3
Unmanageable at Home and School 3
Sex Delinquency and Unmanageable
at Home 4
Staying Out Late at Ni^t 1
Total 33
It can be seen that stealing was the most frequently
occurring type of misbehavior found in these illegitimates
at the time of their referral (13 instances); followed by
truancy (11 instances) and lying (10), Sex delinquencies,
chiefly heterosexual, were factors in the difficulties of
nine children; five children, among other things, were un-
manageable at home; and there were three instances of each
of the following - running away, unmanageable at school,
and temper tantrums. One child was § problem because of
I

persistent tendencies to keep very late hours, altiiou^di he
always returned before morning and could not be considered
as' a runaway*
On the basis of this discussion it is evident that the
task undertaken by the Children's Aid Association was no
easy one. The data ai?© also indicative of the large pro-
portion of these illegitimates who had not successfully ad-
justed themselves to life, since 75^ of them (39) had demon-
strated more or less fixed tendencies toward delinquency
or personality deviations wMch made them, dangerous or unfit
for participation in normal social activities. Only the
remaining 25% (12) could be considered "normal" children.
C . Objectives of Treatment
This section will deal with the aims of the agency in
accepting the children for care, as stated by the case work-
er at the time of their acceptance.
There were 12 children {24fo) who were accepted for
temporary care only. Pour of these v/ere talcen for tlie pur-
pose of observation with the aim of determining further pro-
cedure; five were placed only for the summer; two for the
duration of their mother's hospital care; end one until
arrangements could be completed for the boy's enrollment in
the Civilian Conservation Corps. Of the five children
placed for the sixmmer season, the objective in three cases
was to provide a normal home life for at least a limited

period and thereby to allow a relief to the tension existing
in the home. Another sunaner placement was undertaken to
afford the child some experience in getting along with other
children; while the fifth summer placement had for its pur-
pose the care of the child while the mother was employed out-
side the home from June to Septeciber.
There were 19 children (37^o) who were placed in foster
homes in an attempt to overcome behavior problems throu^ a
change of family environment and a removal of predisposing
causes by means of the experience of normal home life. Six-
teen of these children were taken from "poor" homes, in that
they were not receiving necessary supervision or desirable
moral influences; and the remaining tliree children had no
homes at all. Eleven children were considered pre-delinquent
that is, as demonstrating tendencies to become involved in
difficulties or unable to adjust themselves adequately to
living with others on a friendly basis. Of these, eight had
no real homes and one had lived for nine years in an institu-
tion. All were, therefore, much in need of normal home life
and a sense of belonging. Two children were in need of a
home where they might remain during the process of psycho-
therapy carried on by another agency. One child v/as living
in a fairly good home, but the neighborhood situation with
Its gangs and poor influences was so detrimental to his de-
velopment that a change of residence was obviously needed*

Another child, a girl of 17, had come alone to Boston from
Canada to find employment, and who, failing in this, was
destitute and without friends in the city* Yet another
girl was accepted v/ith the purpose of providing a home in
which she might improve her frail physical condition.
With thia consideration of the source and reason for
the childrens* referral to the car© of the Children's Aid
Association, and the statement of the objectives toward
which the agency was striving, we turn to a discussion of
the children themselves in an effort to gain a picture of
the factors which operated in their lives to produce the
need for treatment*

Chapter III
THE MOTHER
A. Introductory Statement
Nietzsche, the German philosopher, once said, "What
child hath not reason to weep over its parents?" His ques-*
tion is certainly an apt one to apply to the illegitimate
child. Parents are important people to the child, and
their physical presence, their love, and the training which
they give, cannot often be adequately replaced by substi-
tutes. Society has placed certein responsibilities upon
parents - responsibilities which the parents of illegiti-
mate children frequently do not or cannot fulfill. The
provision of food, shelter, clothing, and care during
Illness, fundamental training in behavior, and the super-
vision of school attendance, are the most coiniaonly accepted
duties of those responsible for a child *3 existence. How
effectively these tasks will be carried out will depend
upon the physical, mental, emotional and social capacities
and adjustments of ti]© parents. And, of course, when the
child is illegitimate these primary duties, ss woll as the
long-time process of guiding its social and emotional
growth by precept and example, wotild fall most heavily upon
the mother. Therefore, this chapter is devoted to a con-
sideration of the mothers of the 51 children bom out of

wedlock, and (like Chapter IV which is a discussion of the
fathsrs) aims to examine the characteristics of the motlier
which may have influenced the personal development and
social adj-Qstment of the child.
B» Developmental Aspects
1. Color
The mothers of 45 {92%) of the 51 children studied
were white • Only four (8;^) of the mothers v/ere colored,
2. Nationality
'I^wenty-eight (57)^) of the 49 mothers viere Aiaerlcan
born; eight (16%) Csnadianj three {6%) Irish; two {4:%)
Polish. There was one mother from each of the following
nationalities: French, Finnish, Italian, Swedish, and
Scotch-Irish. The information on one mother v/as not com-
plete, and the nationality of ^tv;o mothers was not known.
Two of the mothers came to the United States from Poland
and Prance at the ages of 15 and 14, respectively. Tlae
length of residence in the United States by the others
was not indicated in the records.
5. Home Life
An attempt was made to secure information on the
home conditions under which the mothers of the children
studied matured. Thirty-nine percent of the mothers (18)
were bom outside the United States and there was little
information available regarding their early environment.

Information on the status of the maternal grandparents
|
at the time of the mother's pregnancy was reported In only
20 (41^) of the cases. Nine (19^) of the maternal grand-
parents were living together in the United States; four
maternal grandmothers (8^) were reported dead, as were four
maternal grandfathers; while three (6^) of the maternal
grandparents had separated or were divorced.
In the 13 instances in which the mother lived with one
or both of the grandparents tl-iere was mention made of the
situation existing tb9re. The parents of one mother was
alcoholic and very quarrelsome; one grandfather was 52 years
of age and the grandmother 17 when they entered a "forced"
marriage; in another case the grandmother herself was ille-
gitimate and had been convicted of larceny; still another
had been deported because of her illegal sex activities;
one was described as "rather crazy". Two of the mothers
received very harsh and cruel treatment from their parents
during their early lives. Three of them were considered
outcasts and "black sheep" by their parents when their
pregnancy became known. One mother was locked in her room
during her confinement, was told frequently of the horrors
of childbirth and that the child would be an idiot.
At least tliree of the mothers had lived in foster homes
from infancy.
In 29 cases (59^) the data were incomplete, and the

19
home conditions could not be determined. However, about
25% of the mother's (over one-half those whose backgrounds
were known) came from homes broken by death or \mhappy situa-
tions as indicated above. In a study made of illegitimates
under the care of the Massachusetts Board of Charity during
1914*^, the available data indicated that in at least 34^ of i
the cases the mother "had no parental home upon which she
could rely for assistance or the character or circumstances
of her parents made it difficult for her to get help from
them."
If these proportions generally hold for unmarried
mothers it is not surprising that they fail to develop
social responsibility, since the home is the primary instru-
ment for Individual socialization.
4, Age at the Birth of the Child
In seven instances the age' of the mother was not re-
corded in the case record, and two other mothers were un-
known. One mother was only 16 years old at the birth of
the child; one was 18; three {6%) were 19; two were 20;
11 (23^) were from 21 to 24, inclusive; nine {1Q%) were 25
to 29; seven (14,€) were 30 to 34; four (3;^) were 35 to 39;
and two fell in the age group, 40 to 49. The mother whose
1 Enrnia 0, Lundberg and Katherine P. Lenroot,
Illegitimacy as a Child-V.'elfare Problem (Washington: Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1921), Part 2, p 304.

three children were included in this study v/as 56 at the
time of the birth of the youngest child, and she has been
classified under that age. Table 3 presents these data in
more detail:
/ TABLE 3
Age of Mother at Birth of the Child
Niomber Percent
16 1 2
17
18 1 2
19 5 6
20 2 4
21-24 11 25
.25-29 9 xe
30-34 7 14
35-39 4 8
40-44 1 2
45-49 I 2
Not Reported 7 15
Mother Unknown 2 4
Total 49 100
In summarizing these data, 37/^ (18) of the mothers
were under 25 years of age at the time of the birth of the
child under consideration in this study; 32% (16) were be-
tween 25 and 34, inclusive; while 12^ (six) were 35 years of
age or older. The mothers of these children were somewhat
older than those considered in some otlier studies, Ida
p
Parker found that the proportion of mothers whose child
was bom while she v/as under 25 years of age were 76^, and
an identical percentage was found in a group of 792 unmarried
2 Parker, op.cit,, p. 22,
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)
1
mothers studied in Boston^, of 243 mothers studied in New
York Clty^ approximately Ql% wore under 25 years of age; and
in Milwaukee^, 75/o of the mothers included were between 21
and 24 inclusive. This difference would appear to be sig-
nificant, even v/hen consideration is given to the fact that
the ages of 19^ of tioe mothers in this study (nine) were not
known;.
5« At the Time of i^ferral
At the time of referral tv«ro of the mothers were known
to be dead, Tlie ages of the survivors were as follows: un-
der 30, four percent (2); betvtfeen 30 and 39, inclusive, 42^
(20); between 40 and 49 years, 20,^ (10); over 50 years,
12% (6).
6. Health
a. Physical
The mother *s physical condition is of groat impor-
tance since it affects the child before birth and during in-
fancy, is a determining factor in the mother *s ability to
provide for herself and the child, and to supervise adequate-
ly the child *s development,
3 Lundberg and Lenroot, op. clt., p. 110.
4 United States Children* s Bureau, Illep;itimacy
as a Child Welfare Problem (V-ashington: G-overnment Printing
Office, 1924) Part 3, p. 144.
5 United States Children's Bureau, op. clt., p. 103.

The health of 29 mothers (60;^) was good^; two (4^)
were chronically in poor condition, ono being epileptic;
six (12j^) were hampered to a more or leas degree by defects,
two having heart trouble, two endocrine unbalance, end one
each with choroiditis syphilis and an equilibrium defect
•
There were five (10^) of the mothers with serious chronic
diseases, four of whom had contracted syphilis, and one of
whom had tuberculosis. Information concerning four mothers
was not given, and two were dead,
b. Mental Health
Thirty-three of the 49 mothers (68^) were consid-
ered by the social worker and others as in good mental
health. Five (10;^) were classified as psychotic j six (12;^)
as neurotic J and two {4%) as psychopathic personalities
•
Seven moths rs who were included under the heading of "good"
mental health wei*e very nervous and emotionally unstable
persons, but not sufficiently so to be classed as neurotic
or psychotic. Tliese figures indicate that about 25% of the
mothers were not mentally well-balanced or best-suited for
the rearing of children.
7. Intelligence
Intelligence tests were given to only nine mothers (18^).
6 The decision as to the good health of the mother
was made by the writer on the basis of the information from
the records as to whether they were free from more or less
chronic conditions that would interfere with normal care and
training of the child.

Five of them were feebleminded, nnd one each was In the
dull normal, lov/ average, fair average, and sxiperlor class-
es* Fourteen {29%) were rated according to the opinion of
the social worker or others. Seven of these were consid-
ered as fair average; two each as low average and (tiill nor-
mal; one superior, high average, and feebleminded* The
remaining 24 living mothers {49%) were not evaluated. Of
the 23 mothers rated, either by test or opinion, only nine
(19^) came within the dull normal and feebleminded classes
where the I. Q# is below 80.
8. Education
Like the information on the intelligence of the
mothers, the knowledge regarding the educational equipment
of the mother is inadequate, since there is no information
on 51% (23) of them. The following table indicates the
mother *s education achievements as far as knov/nj
TABLE 3A
The Educational Level Achieved by the Mothers
Grades Completed Number Percent
Grade 4 1 2
tt a 2 4
n 7 2 4
n 7 15
n 9 2 4
n 10 4 3
ti 11 1 2
n 12 2 4
Total ;uothere 21 43
Five of the mothers (10,^) had not completed the eighth
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grade, while 16 (33)^ of the group and *7b% of the sample)
had finished the eighth grade, and of this number, nine
(18^) had completed at least one year of high school* Only
two mothers were high school graduates. It would api>ear
from this sample that the mothers were not too well equipped
educationally for the task of rearing children, althou^
this group rates higher educationally than a group of un-
married mothers studied in 1920 in Milwaukee*^ where 60%
of those mothers covered, who had attended school at all,
had not reached the eighth grade.
9* Religion
Thirty-one (63^) of the Biothers were Protestant in
their religious faith; 15 (31^^) Catholic; while one {2%)
was a Greek Orthodox. This preponderance of Protestants
is without significance, however, since there are Catholic
agencies from which Catholic mothers v/ould be expected to
seek assistance.
C« Social Adjustment of the Mother
1. Marital Sfcfttus at Pregnancy
In 31 cases (63^) the mother was single at the time
of pregnancy, and five {1B%) were married - three to other
men than the alleged fathor-s, and tv/o illegally married to
the alleged fatliers. Eleven mothers {22%) had been married
prior to the birth of the child included in this study, of
"7 United States Children's Bureau, o£. pit . , p. 112,

whom two were widowed, an equal number divorced, and five
(lO;^) had deserted their husbands. As indicated before,
two of the mothers were unlraown,
2« Relationship of Mother to the Alleged Father at the Birth
of Child
Of especial interest in connection with the causative
side of the problem, and also as throwing some light on the
character of the mother, is the social relationship that
existed between the mother and alleged father before the
child's birth. Of the 31 mothers (65^) whose relationships
were known, nine {1S%) were living with the alleged father at
the time of the child's birth, of v/hom seven (15/0 were
common law wives, and two illegally married. Two alleged
fathers had been engaged to the mothers at the time of their
conception, but had broken the relationship i|hen the preg-
nancy became known, one because of the objections of his
family on a religious basis. Ten mothers {21%) were close
friends of the alleged father; six were short or chance
acquaintances^; two (4^) were eiaployed by the alleged fath-
er; and one was the sister-in-law of the alleged father.
Therefore, only 19 percent of the mothers (9) were liv-
ing with the alleged father, and even their relationships werj
not completely stable and assured. Such information as is
available on those mothers who were living with one or both
§ Tt^re was one instance of rape perpetrated by a
man whom the mother had known for only a short time.
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of their parents was discussed on pages 17 to 19 and indica-
ted that over one-half of the mothers whose backgrounds
were known could not have been in a position to receive
much assistance from their parents. That the support and
care for the child must have presented a baffling problem
to the great majority of these mothers is obvious.
3« Mother's Attitude Toward the Alleged Father at Time of
Referral
The mother's attitude toward the alleged father is an
interesting factor, both from the point of view of possible
reconciliation and from the standpoint of its effect on the
child's conception of what the father was like. Information
is available in 40 cases, 82^ of them. Eleven (23^) main-
tained interest in the father, of whom four had married him,
three were living with him under a common law agreement,
and four expressed love for the alleged father and their
desire to marry him. Ten (21^) were not interested in tho
alleged father, and four {B%) refused to discuss him at all.
One mother was afraid of the alleged father because of his
threats of physical harm. Four {B%) desired support for
their child, but were otherv/ise uninterested.
4. Other Children of the Mother
Ten mothers (20^) had no other child than the client;
15 (31^) gave birth to one or more illegitimate children;
five (10^) to one or more legitimate cMldren; while 14 (29^)
bore both legitimate and illegitimate children in addition

to the child of our study. Information on this point could
not be obtained in five cases (10^0 •
Of considerable value In gaining a better picture of the
mother is the number of children she bad. Table 4 contains
this information:
TABLE 4
The Tl».iiriber of Legitimate and Illegitimate
Children of Each iViother (Excluding our Client)
Number of Illegitimate Children
3 4 5 6 10 Total
2 3 11 25
3
1« 7
4
1
3
1
2 4 11 44
•» As an example of how to read this table, the 1 indi-
cates that one mother had four illegitimate children (be-
sides the child of this study) and two legitimate children.
L
e Q 1 2
S
1 0) 10 4 4
t
1 N 1) 2 1
m u
a m 2) 2 2 2
t b
e e
r
3) 2 1 1
C 4) 1
h
1 5) 2 1
1
d 6) 1
r
e
n Total 15 11 10
This table indicates that at least 29 (59;^) of the
mothers had one or more illegitimate children in addition to
our client. The 51 mothers studied produced 174 children.

120 illegitimate and 54 legitimate, m average of 3»4 chil-
dren per mother (2.5 illegitimates)* Since it is known that .
ten of these moths ra had no other children than the client,
!
the number of children per mother is considerably higher
than in the average family.
5» Occupation of the Itlother
Table 5 gives the customary occupation in which the
mother engaged previous to the birth of the child. Some
motliers had several types of work during their lives, but
the most extended length of service is the basis for this
selection.
Thirty-three of the 49 mothers (66^) were semi-skilled
workers and servants; only four (3^) were clerks and office
workers} five (10/"^) were not gainfully employed, one of whom !
was supported by her legal husband, and two of whom had a
ooimaon law hasband. Thirty-eight (78;1^) of the mothers whose
backgrounds were known had been gainfully employed. This
percentage is nearly twice as large as that among all women
in the general population, as indicated by Bmma Ltmdberg .
The great majority of jobs included here would give small
remuneration and little personal satisfaction. Indicating
an imfavorable economic situation and little social satis-
fabtion.
9 Lundberg and Lenroot, 0£. cit
. , p. 123

TABLE 5"
Occupations of the Mothers of the 51 Illegitimates
Classification
1. Hot [f&lnfnllj employed
Housewives
Own home with hu.sband
Own home without legal husband
2» Professional Persons
3» Clerlis and Kindred Workers
Bookkeepers, cashiers, typists
Clerks in stores and salesgirls
4, Semi-skilled ^»'^orkers
Dressmakers and seamstresses
Laundry operators
Semi-skilled factory operatives
Other (2 cooks and a shoe sewer)
5* Servants
V.aitreases
Domestic servants
6t Otiier (a prostitute)
7» Data incomplete
8« Mother Unknown
Total
1
4
2
2
2
2
8
3
3
14
Uuiiber
4
15
10
X
5
2
49
Percent
10
8
30
36
2
10
4
100
*'rhi3 table is based on tliat followed by Lundberg and Len-
root, 0£. clt J p. 122.
6, Morality
Closely associated with the early training of the child
and ills adequate adjustment to the ideals and' custoras of
society is the morality of his mother. The moral standards
of 19 mothers (39^) were considered good, in that they had
not been involved in delinquency or demonstrated unwholesoiae
ideals. Of the 30 remaining mothers, 28 (57^) were oonsid-
ered as having poor moral standards, aside from the sexual
irregularity ?Jliich resulted in the birth of the child in-
cluded in this study • Fifteen (31^) were immoral sexually.

two being prostitutes; 13 {26%) wore otherv/ise Irniioral, and
of these two had served jail sentences for lewd and lasci-
vious conduct, tliree had court records for assault and
"battery, and three drank heavily, while one was a drug ad-
dict.
Over one-half of the mothers, therefore, had very low
moral standards and were actively delinquent at soine tlnie
in their lives • It would seem that they would be unlikely,
on the whole, to present wholesome ideals and training to
their children*

Clriapter IV
THE FATHER
A. Introductory Statoiiient
The men jointly responsible with the women for the chil-
dren bom out of wedlock have ofteii been neglected, not only
from the point of view of financial contributions but also
from the angle of their influence on the developir^nt of the
child. It is natural to place the emphasis on the mother
and her child since their position and need are apparent,
while the importance of the father, whose biological and
social significance is often unrecognized, Is more vaguely
understood. The lack of paternal care and contact with an
adequate father-person may have far reaching effects on tha
adjustment of the child*^. The influence of those fathers
who remained with the children or were in contact with them
must also be considered.
The data on many aspects of the fathers* lives and char-
acteristics were incomplete - Indeed, 23 (47/0 of the 49 men
responsible for the 51 children of this study were not kno^m
at all. While this la a serious omission from the point of
view of understanding causes, tfno lack of information is not
1 J. C. Flugel, ghe Psycho-Analytic Sttidy of the
Family (London: The Hogarth Press, 1935), p. 1234.

surprising v/hQn ono considera tho length of time v/hlch has
elapsed between the birth of the child and its referral, and
the fact that in only four oases was there known to have
been a social agency involved in the early care of the child«j
B* Developmental /ispocts
1. Color
Although the data on the alleged fathers* color are
incomplete in 24 instances (49,^), it has been assumed from
2the color reported for the mothers and children that all but
four (8^) of the men Involved in this paper were white.
These fonr were negroes.
2. Nationality
'Hie case records consulted contained no information
regarding the nationality of the alleged father in 24 in-
stances (49^) • Twenty {41j;0 were listed as American; two
{4%) were Canadians; and there was one each (2%) from the
Viest Indies, Italy, and Greece.
3. Age at Birth of the Child
In 32 cases (65;^) of the group, the alleged father
was either unknown or the data in the records were incom-
plete. The 17 (35;3) who wei»e classified ranged in age from
2 Por discussion of the color of the mothers and of
the children see Pages 17 and 54, respectively.

17 to 60} of whom three {6%) were Tinder 21 years of age;
three were between 21 and 25; one {2%) between 25 and 30;
four (3^) between 30 and 35$ two (4^^) between 35 and 39; one
(2%) was between 40 and 45; while tiriree (6)o) were 45 years of
age or older.
With data not available for 65% of the alleged fathers,
no adequate comparison of their ages with those of the moth-
ers can be undertaken* However, ten of the 17 alleged fath-
ers v/hose ages were known were five years or more older than
the mother of their child; two were ten years older; one, 13
years older; two, 20 years older, and one alleged father was
60 years of age wliile the mother was 25 - a difference of 35
years.
4. Health
a. Physical
The physical condition of the father is of inter-
est as an indication of his ability to contribute to the
child's support and of the biological inheritance he posses
on to the offspring. However, information was available in
only 21 instances (43,^)5 19 of these (39^) were considered in
good health, since they had no serious diseases or handicaps;
the remaining two of this group were not in good condition,
one because of veneral disease and the other because of can-
cer.
b. Mental

statements on this phase of the alloi^ed father were
even more limited than In regard to his physical condition.
Of the 49 fathers, 13 {2'7%) were reported in the case records
as having no abnormal traits attributable to mental unbalance*
One alleged fatlier was listed as "psychotic, but not coinmit-
table*:
5« Intelligence
Hone of the alleged fathers were reported to have ever
i^celved an intelligence test. Only two workers in recording
the characteristics of tiie father expressed an opinion of his
mental ability* In both instances they were considered in
the fair average group (I. Q,, 90-110).
6» Education
Information concerning the educational achievements
of the alleged fathers was almost completely lacking. In
only three cases (6%) was mention made of this factor » one
alleged father had completed high school; another Imd attended
high school three years, and the third had completed the
eighth grade.
7. Religion
There were six (12%) of the fathers who were of
Protestant faith; four (8^) who were Catholics, and one was
Jewish. Information on the religious beliefs of the remain-
ing 33 fathers was not available.
!
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C, Social /idjustnent
1« Marital Statiis at Birth of Child
Excluding th0 18 alleged fathers who were Tin-
known and the five (10^) whose records contained no state-
ment of marital condition^ there were 13 alleged fatlriers
(21%) who were married to another woman; nine {19%) who
were aingle; and four (8^) who had previously been laarried,
of whom two were widowers, and two divorced from other women
than the mothers.
This information on the fathers* civil condition,
though inadequate since nearly one half the men are not
listed, is significant in indicating that slightly more than '
one quarter of the fathers (one half of those whose civil
condition was reported) were married and possibly had legi-
timate families dependent upon them.
2* Attitude Toward the Mother at tho Time of Referral
On this point the data were incomplete or the father
unknown in 27 cases, constituting 55^ of the total group.
Of the remaining 22 fathers, five (10/0 wanted to marry the
mother - one, fifteen years after the birth of his child, at
which time the mother was not interested, and two others
could not obtain a divorce from their wives; seven (14^)
were living with the mother, of whom two were legally married

and five common law mates^j two (4^) who had been living
with the mother under coinmon law agreement at the birth of
the child had deserted her prior to referral} six (12^) ex-
i
pressed no interest whatever in the mothers or their welfare}
one {2%) was a frequent visitor to the mother »s home| and
another voluntarily contributed toward her support • There-
fore, it is indicated that in 14 Instances {29%) the alleged
father load continued to b© more or less interested in th©
mother, while there were eight fathers (17^) who had deserted
or otherwise indicated their disinterest in th© mother of
their child.
I
5. Occupation
I
So little information was secured concerning the
fathers of these children that it Is difficult to reach any
definite conclusion on their economic status, 'ihe means by
which 26 of them gained a livelihood was not stated.
Sevea (14)^) were unskilled workers; six (12^) were skilled
workers; three (6^) were semi-skilled; two (4^) were sailors;
one {2%) was a minister, another a storekeeper; v^hile three
(6^) were not gainfully eaiployed.
3 Potir of the 7 couples v/ho were living together
were making a very poor adjustment to each other, and their
relationships were characterized by quarrelling and dishar-
mony. A fifth father had been forced into marriage by court
procedure
•

I.1 57
Table 6 indicates tbe individual occupations as grouped
above:
fABLE 6
Classification of Fathers* Occupations
1. Profeaaional - a minister
2. Proprietor - - a storekeeper
3. Skilled - - - 2 carpenters, a stone mason, a rail-
road engineer, an electrician, and an
aerial photographer
4. Semi-skilled - 2 ship-yard workers, and a fur sales-
man
5. Unskilled - - a longshoressian, 3 factory workers, a
chauffeur, a waiter and a junkman
6# Sailors ~ - - Two
7* Not gainfully
employed ~ - One student and two unemployed
Total 23 (47^)
4« Morality
Statements were made concerning the conduct and
moral codes of 16 (33^) from the total of 49 alleged fath-
ers. Three {6%) of then wore considered good morally; five
(10^) drank to excess and were very frequently intoxicated;
four (8;^) had extensive court records, of whom two had
served sentences in the House of Correction for larceny
and assault; and four (3^) were irreg^^lar in their sexual
conduct and also used alcbhal to excess.
D. Paternity
!• Method by which Established
Twenty-six (53^) of the 49 alleged fathers were

definitely established as the actual father of the child
under consideration, 14 (29%) through Informal admission
of their parentage, and 12 (24/^) by means of court action.
In 23 cases (47^) paternity was not established. Of this
number, eiglit (16^) could not be determined because of the
promiscuity of the mother; one alleged father successfully
contested court action undertaken by the motherj th© mother
refused to reveal the identity of the father in eight in-
stances (16;^) J both parents of two children were unknown,
and no reason was given for the omission in the remaining
four casea#
These figures indicate that in only about one-half
the cases was the man named as the alleged father definite-
ly known to be the father, thereby enabling the possibility
of action to obtain support and allowing the procurement of
authentic data on the heredity of the child. The establish-
ment of paternity is important not only from the stand-
point of support and understanding of the potentialities of
the child, but also as a possible deterrent to others, and
perhaps of even greater importance is the opportu.nity affordj^
od to procure information that can be given to the child
when it begins to wonder who the father v/as and what be was
like
.
2, Payments for the Support of Mother and Child
Twenty-nine (59^0 of the alleged fathers made no
I
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payment whatsoever to the mother for th© snpport of herself
and her child., Twelve (25^) of the men, at the time of re-
ferral, were raa?*rled to or living with the mother* However,
two of thera were more or less chronically unemployed, and
one undertook the responsibilities of marriage six years af-
ter the birth of tbs child because of court pressure
•
A cotirt order was obtained in an effort to coisipel
payments from four (8^) of the alleged fathers. Two were
ordered to pay |4«00, and two, |5,00 each week. One of the
men disappeared immediately, one made only six payments,
and only one of the group conscientiously fulfilled his ob-
ligations. Two alleged fathers (4^) made lump stim payments
of |50 and |300, respectively, shortly after tlie childs
birth. One man gave tlie mother 1:1.00 a week for seventeen
years; another paid 17*00 a week for a number of years until
he was seriously Injured in an accident*
Responsibility for the care of the child, therefor®,
of necessity fell elsewhere than upon the alleged father,
since the payments indicated here are insignificant. The
burden fell upon the mother or upon society, and the already
severe handicaps of the child were increased by tbe failiire
of the alleged fathers to assist with the expenses of its
rearing*

Chapter V
SNVIROMEHT OP CHILD PRIOR TO REFERRAL
A. Introductory Statement
Of primary Importance in the welfare of an, infant is the
care given him by his own mother, and one of the most serioiia
handicaps to vdtiioh children bom out of wedlock are frequently
subjected is the deprivation of a mother's care* Certainly
those who do not liave the care and affection of a motlier are
deprived of that for which they can never bo fully compensa-
ted, Tlie absence of an adequate father is likewise detrimen-
tal to the child*© well-being* Sometimes this separation
from the mother is unavoidable, because of the mother's ex-
treme youth, low intelligence, or unfitness for assuming care
of her child* Frequently, however, separation occurs when
it ml^t have bean prevented, and when it is contrary to the
best interests of the child, of the mother, and of society*
In addition to the lack of parental care and support,
children bom out of wedlock are subjected to other detri-
mental conditions, s\ich as immorality or other delinquencies
in the frequent changes of residence they often undergo, as
well as the deprivation of lasting family and social relation**
ships which are so necessary for the fullest development of
the individual.
It is th these environmental factors during the life of

th© child prior to his referral to the Children's Aid Asso-
ciation that this cliapter will b© devoted.
B, Care by tUe Motlier
1. Duration
In this section care by the mother refers to sltiia-
tlons in which the mother resided in the same home as tlie
child, and should not b© interpreted as implying, of necess-
ity, that the mother had undertaken its complete personal
supervision. Indeed In several cases tba motiier was em-
ployed outside the home during part of each day. The lenglih
of time which the child remained with the mother was not re-
ported in seven (14;^) of the records. Seven children (14^)
remained with the mother for less than one year; 14 (28%)
between one year and six years, inclusive; five (IO73) were
in the care of the mother between seven and twelve years;
and 13 (26^) from 13 to 18 years. Two of the children in-
cluded above were separated from the mother only between
intervals of placement in foster homes or homes of relativeai
one {2%) first came to live with their mother at the ago of
five, while a second was not with the mother until he was
12 years old. Some of the children - numbering 17 (33/0 of
the total group - had remained permanently in the care of
the motlier until the time of their referral to the Children's
Aid Association. The following table indicates more defi-

nitely the length of time each child remained under tlie care
of its mother:
7ABD2 7
Daratlon of the Children *s Care "by Their Mothers
Extent llumber Extent Htimber
Less than 1 month 1 le years 1
tf ft 3 months 4 12 n 2
5 months to 6 months 1 13 « 2
6 » '» 1 year X 14 n 5
1 yoar 5 15 n 3
2 years 4 16 1
3 " 2 17 « 3
4 « 1 18 ft 1
6 " 4 Irregular 5
2 Data Incomp. 7
Total 51
2* Method of Care by Mother
This section will be devoted to a consideration of
the disposition made of the child by the mother while it
was under her care. The data on this point were incomplete
in seven cases. Ten (20^^) of the children lived with the
mother and alleged father for the period of car© by tlie
mother; eight (16^) of the mothers boarded, with the child,
in a private home; five (10^) kept the child with them in
a home where the mother had employment; seven (14/0 were
with the child in the home of one or both of the maternal
grandparents; four (8/^) lived with the child and the adopted
or step-father; one mother had the child with her in an
institution; while four (8^) placed their offspring in a

private foster home to bo reared. Pour (8;^) of the mothers
limited their care of the child to a matter of weeks in a
maternity home. Table 8 indicates the placement - and its
duration - of those children who were under the care of th»
mother during the first portions of their lives:
TABLE 8
Placement of Children and Its Duration
While Under Cere of Mother
Arrangements Under 5 yrs. Over 5 yrs. Total
Home of Maternal Grand-
parents (with mother) 5 4 7
Mother and Alleged Father 3 7 10
Mother and Adopted or
Step-Path©
r
4 4
Mother Boarded with Child 1 7 8
Mother with Child in ?/ork-
ing noiiis 3 2 5
Mother Placed Child in Poster
Home 1 3 4
Placed with Various Relatives 1 1
Maternity Home 4 4
With Mother in Institution 1 1
Data Incomplete 7
Total 16 is SI
3. Mother's Attitude Toward tb© Child
For the purpose of understanding the life of the
child prior to his referral, a consideration of the mother's
attiti^de toward him is of equal importance with that of the
duration of the mother's care» The classifications under
this section are taken directly from the evaluations of the
social worker as to the mother's reaction to the child.
Twenty- tliree (47^) of the total group were considered as
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being much interested and devoted to the child, although
they were unable to keep tiae child^ in all Instances or to
rear it tinder ths accepted techniques of child-care j three
mothers (6^) were cruel and abusive to their child; two (4^o)
showed marked favoritism or preference for otlier children
of her family; another two were ambivalent, with a mixture
of love and hostility for the child and for the step-fatherj
nine mothers {18,€) gave no indication of strong feeling or
interest in the child although there was no indication of
active abuse or neglect j five of the mothers (10^) wanted
nothing whatever to do with the child^ The mother was un-
known or the data incomplete in five cases {10%)
t
These data Indicate that nearly one-half the mothers
were, at least in the opinion of the social worker, much
attached and devoted to th© child which they had borne. How*
ever, the next section which considers the supervision and
type of care received by the child from the mother may be a
more reliable indication of the mother's attitude, and cer-
tainly presents a more adequate picture of the child's back-
ground,
4« Care and Supervision of the Child by the Mother
a* Physical Aspects of the Home
1 One' mother was forced to leave her home because
of the untolerable situation created by the behavior and
drinking of the father, and could not take tije child foe-
cause of her limited finances.

Of the 30 children (59^) who had lived for any
period of time with the mother and on whora infonmtlon was
available, 18 (35^) of the whole group had been in good^,
well-cared for homes; 10 {20%) had lived In poorly furnished
and unclean horaesj one child had a good home, but was forced
to cook his own meals j and another child remained at the
home unsupervised, frequently without food or heat. The
economic status of the mother was not indicated, except that
five had received or were receiving;; at the time of referral
assistance from welfare agencies.
In summary, 24^% (12) of the 51 children attidied,
approximately one-laalf of those whose home life with the
mother v/as kno\m, had lived in poor, unclean dwellings or
had been neglected. This would appear to be a mach higher
proportion than would be found in the general population,
which may indicate a definite disadvantage of the illegiti-
mate child in achieving social adjustment. Of course, it
miist be remembered that these 51 illegitimates were referred
to a social agency, and, therefore, are not fully represen-
tative of all children bom out of wedlock.
b. Morality in the Mother's Home
In this study, morality in the mother's home in-
'2 SBlTs category suss^sts a home in which tliere was
adequate apace (i. e. , not more than 2 persona to a room),
light and heat.

oXuded ttm morals of the motlmvp af the father oa? tlw fathea*-'
substltixt©, or otlier adiilt© who lived in th© family 03?oup.
Statements on this point w@r® avallahl© for 56 of tte 44
children who had lived om year or more with the mother.
Nearly one-half the total group {^^5%) were recorded as hav-
•St
ing lived in homes wluere the moral standards were v^rholesonie*^.
This was true • despite the fact that over one-half (57^)
of the motto rs were considered of very low moral standards^ -»
because some of tliem no longer followed the patterns cuatom-
ary to them before the birth of the child* l?he reasons for
the change could not be* or were not, noted, except that on©
mother was in Long Island Hospital for two years with her
child and had no opportunity to continue Imr delinquencies.
On the other hand, there were 14 mothers (28^) who
were sexually Irregular aiid frequently entertained mn or
lived for periods with different mn* in addition to theia*
sexual iimaorality, tf/o of these 14 mothers Imd court i^cords^
one also used alcoliol to excess j and In tiireo of these homes
there was considerable drinking by other members of the
family. In two other homes {4%) there was drinking and abu-*
sive treatment by the father and motlier or the step-father.
3 A wholesoiae home was defined as one in which the
present conduct and example set by the adult members of the
household would not be detrimental to the development of
correct ideals in the child.
4 For the discussion of tli& morality of the mother
see pages 29-30 of this paper*
-V*
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The conditions existing in 12 (24^) of the homes were either
unknovm (5), or the child liad not lived for one year or more
with the mother (7)^*
The fact of morality in the home does not appear,
however, to be too important a factor In the adjustment of
the child, since a correlation of the typo of morality In
the mother *s home with the reason for referral of the child
to the Children *s Aid Association indicates that 19 of the
children from good homes (on basis of morality) presented
behavior or personality problems, coic^ared with ten frtM
those of poor moral standards. Six children fron homes where
inmiorallty was prevalent were referred because of health
problems, broken hoi»es or tlie inability of th© mother to
support themj compared v/ith four children for these reasons
from moral homes. It seems that other factors than morality
in the home have been more active in determining the nature
of tlie child's development.
o# Discipline In the Mother's Horn
There were only seven instances (14^1 of the total)
among the 35 children who had lived with the mother for a
year or more and on w4ion infomation was available, In «diich
5 V/orthy of mention at this point Is the fact tliat
one of the children was living with her maternal grandmother
in a very good home, but the mother and step-father i^sided
in the sar;ie neighborhood and exerted a bad influence on the
Sirl through their irunoral and delinquent conduct.
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good and consistent discipline or trd. ning was afforded the
child. Tlie laotlier neglected tliB child In eight Instances
(16^) and the child was allowed to come and go as he pleased*
ThB reason for this neglect in two cases was tJriat the mother
worked all day, and in another, that the family was too
l^rge to control effectively. In six homes (12^1) the mother
was unable to give adequate attention to the youngsters be-
cause of physical,mental* or emotional handicaps j three
mothers ^6^) were considered over-lenient j two children were
reported "spoiled" by their mothers, presumably because of
leniency} while three mothers {6%) were overprotective and
dominating. One mother was "harsh and cruel" In her dis-
ciplining of the child; and another was inconsistent, being
at first kind and again severe. In four homes (8;^) the
step-father disliked the child and treated him harslily; in
one, the mother atteii:^ted to protect tlie child from the
step-fati30r, and in the remaining three she was somewhat
ambivalent in her sympathies.
Of the 35 cases known, therefore, only seven chil-
dren had received consistent and wholesome discipline and
supervision while In the maternal home. Tills Infomation
cannot but be significant in the understanding of lator
behavior and adjustment of these children.
5, Heason for Separation of Mother and Child
Only 17 (35,<) of the 51 children remained permanent-
|
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ly with the mothor prior to their referral to the Children*
s
Aid Association* The 54 others (67^) were separated from the
mother* Tlie reason for the removal of the child from the
motlier was not stated In 11 cases {22%)* Eight (16^) of the
mothers were reported to have become separated from their
children because of their Inability to support It or the need
for placing the child while they found employment j three {6%)
of the mothers v/ere separated tiirough death; two (4)'^) because
of Illness; one becatise of insanity; six (12^) wanted to be
rid of the responsibility; one deserted the home beceuse she
could no longer endure living with the father; and another,
confined to Long Island Hospital, was separated from her
child after two years because of tbs rogiilatlcns of law. One
child, living in Canada, desired to leave the mother In order
to find employment in the United States.*
C, Other Placements of the Child
It SuEiber of Placements
Ihei-'e were 34 Instances In which the child was placed
away from the mother # Ta^le 9 shows the number of placements
each child experienced after leaving the care of the mother*
The range in number of placements was from none to
15 or more. Seventeen children (one-tlilrd of tlie total) had
one or two placements; and an equal nuriber had three or laore*
One 13 year old boy liad moved 15 tiiaes before his referral,
and for tlie three months prior to tiiat time he had lived alone

TABLE 9
Number of Placements of Child up to Time of Referral
Number of Plaoementa Iftimber of Children
One placement (after leaving mother) 8
Two placements " 9
Three " " 6
Pour n » 4
Five » ft
Six ti « 3
Nine H « I
Fifteen « « X
"Many homes before referral" 1
Data incomplete 1
Total 34
In a leanto in the woods near one of his foster homes. An-
other boy was In five different homes between the ages of
three and five, while still another was in seven different
homes before the age of five years. One child remained six
years in one foster home, then was in eight different place-
ments, staying in none for more than one and a half years,
and frequently only a few months.
2* Prior to the Time of Referral
In all, 34 children (67%) were at some period away
from their mother in more or less permanent placements. Eleven
children (22%) were placed by their mothers In foster homes
which they selected, but by no means did all the mothers pay
board for their care; seven (14^) lived with tlie maternal
grandmother or both the grandparents; two other children were
boarded in foster homes by the alleged father, and by the
I
1

adoptive parents; five (10^) were located in agency foster
homes for a portion of their lives; two children were with
the adoptive parents; two lived In institutions * one of
whom was in a convent. The alleged father and his wife took
one child, while three of this si*otip over a period of time
wore cared for by a variety of relatives.
In a large number of cases, the mother left the
child because she was not able to support it, and then later
when she was able to care for it by reason of better finan-
cial position or of marriage, she again took the child to
live with her. This fact is better indicated in the materi-
al of the next section. Of course, many tef the children who
had returned to tlie mother had only been v/lth her for a
very short period*
3. Placement at the Tliae of Referral
Thirty children (59^^) were with the mother at the
time of their referral to the Children's Aid Association^,
Twenty-six of these children (51>^) were v/ith the mother in
her own home; two, with the mothers in their parental homes;
and one each In the home of the maternal aunt and in a pri-
vate boarding home. Of the 21 children (41,^) who v/ere not
living with the mother, 13 {26%) were being cared for in
boarding foster homes; one, in a wage home; two, in adoptive
S Of these children 17 (34^) had remained perman-
ently with the mother*
I TTR"RAEY
I
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homes 1 and one was with th© alleged father. One child was
living in Boston alone • her relatives being in Canada » and
was unable to find the employment she had expected to procosM
when she liad left Canada* Three children were in institutions^
one in a hospital recovering from rheumatic fever, and two in
residence institutions for homeless children*''
•
TABLE 10
Placement of the* Children at Tirti© of Referral
Placement Humber percent
With the Mothsr 30 59
In Mother's own home 26
In a family horn© 3
Mother* s parental 2
Relative 1
In an Institution
In boarding home of raotber 1
Away from the Mother 21 41
In a family home 17
Boarding foster
home 13
Vi/age foster home 1
Adoptive home 2
With alleged
father 1
Alone 1
In an institution 5
Hospital 1
Corredtional
institution
Children's In-
stitution 2
Total 51 100
It is interesting to note that the great proportion
7 One child had lived in the institution since his
sixth year - for nine years

of the removals and placements that have been mentioned in
this chapter were engineered by relatives or friends, rather
than by social agencies. There v/ere only four mothers {B%)
who were assisted by an agency in the first placement of
their children, and only five other mothers were later added
to this list, before the time of the appearance of agency
that referred the case to the Children *s Aid Association.
In most instances the referring agency was one which had
lust entered the situation*

Chapter VI
THE CHILD
A. Introductory Statement
The preceding chapters have presented cl-iaracterlstics
of the mother, the father, and the environment of the child
in an effort to provide a background for the understanding
of the child, himself. This chapter will describe the client
himself at the time of referral to the Children's Aid Asso-
ciation - his health, Intelligence, school status and his
behavior and attitudes toward himself and others
•
B. Developmental /aspects
1. Color
All but eight percent (4) of the children included
ax*e white; and for the pniposes of the study no color distinc-i
tion will be drawn* It should be noted, however, that
illegitimacy among the colored population of the country is
considerably greater than its incidence among the white pop-
ulation.
2« Sex
The sex distribution of the fifty-one children under \
consideration here is about equally divided although there
is a alight preponderance of girls. The latter number 23
j
the boys, 23; consisting of 55 and 45 percent respectively.
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3» Age
In considering the age of the child at the time of
his referral to the agency it must be remembered that this
study deals only with children six years of age or older,
which group included only about 24^ of the illegitimates
cared for by the Children's Aid Association in the period
covered. For many of these children their contact with the
Children's Aid Association was not their first agency ex-
perience, as some of them had been under the supervision of
other child-caring or family agencies • The age distribu-
tion by sex is as follows:
TABLE 11
Age Distribution, by Sex, of the 51 Illegitimates
Boys Girls Total
Age No. Percent No, Percent m. Percent
6-8 4 17 2 7 6 12
9-11 5 22 1 3 6 12
12-14 8 35 10 36 18 36
15-17 6 26 10 36 16 31
18-20 3 10 3 6
21-23 2 7 2 4
Total 23 100 28 100 51 100
The range of age is from six years to 25 years, in-
clusive. However, the majority of subjects are twelve
years of age or older, since 76>^ of the group (39) falls in
this classification. Within this range, the periods from
twelve to seventeen years include 66% (34). These figures

1i
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Indicate that the children accepted by the Children's Aid
Association for foster home placement were, for the most part,
from 12 to 17 years of age* To go one step further, 41 per-
' cent of these children (21) were accepted when they were over
15 years of age. This is significant, especially from the
point of view of the outcome of treatment, since a steadily
Increasing rate of failure as the placement is made at an
older age, should be expected. Carl Rogers^ outlines criteria
for prognosis in foster home care, in which he considers a
child under nine years of age as the most favorable, with
the child from nine to twelve years as intermediate, and
the child over 12 definitely unfavorable as to chances for
successful improvement* It is indeed unfort\mate that these
older children could not have been given the benefits of the
facilities offered by child caring agencies before they
reached such advanced ages. Possibly the results of a lack
of adequate home life do not become siifficiently acute until
adolescence to warrant correction, but f\irther consideration
of this very important factor might reveal weaknesses or
omissions in the present system of child protection.
The girls under care were older than the boys at the
time of their referral. Fifty-three percent (15) of the
girls were 15 or older at the time of placement by the Chil-
' 1 Carl R. Rogers, The Clinical Treatment of the
Problem Child (Bostons Houghton Mifflin Company, 1939),
pp 86-88, 98.

dron*s Aid Association, while only 26% (6) of the boys had
reached this age. However, four of these girls were accep*
ted for car© because they were in need of assistance in the
care of their own illegitimate child, T}ie boys were more
niuTierous in the lower age brackets as there were nine boys
(39?') to three girls (105^) under the age of 12.
4, Health
a. Physical
The information on the physical condition of the
child was obtained from the report of the complete medical
examination given to each child on reception by the agency*
This entrance examination is an essential factor In the de-
termination of what treatment will be most conducive to the
child's welfare, and to indicate remedial steps necessary
for the child to derive greatest benefit frora the treatment
procedure. It is also Indispensable for the measuring of
the results of child placing work*
Thirty-four of the children (67%) were consid-
ered to be in sound physical condition. Many of these
children had one or more dental carles, and two were affile*
ted with pediculosis, hxit such conditions tiave not been
considered as outside the limits of good health. There
were 17 of the illegitimates (33^) who were in fair physi-
cal condition. One boy had three difficulties - he was \m-
demourished, afflicted with asthma and had enlarged tonsiK

and adenoids. In addition to this boy, five childiHsn v/or©
undornourished, four were in need of treatment for diseased
tonsils and adenoids, one was troubled with asthma, and two
boys required treatment for undescended testicle. Other
handicaps which occurred each in one child were - extremely
poor vision, auditory defect, an overweight condition, and
a rather frail physique which gave evidence of the beginning
of pulmonary tuberculosis. It is evident that none of the
children, with the possible exception of the asthma handi-
caps, had difficulties that would seriously interfere with
treatment plans or which could not be removed by proper
treatment*
b. Mental
There was no child who was considered psychotic
among the group studied. However, there was one neurotic
child, and eight (16%) who were considered psychopathic per-
sonalitles or constitutionally inferior. These abnormal
cases were diagnosed and referred by various child giiidanc©
clinics v/ho recommended foster home placement either as a
study or a treatment process •'^ Ihirty-five children (69;^
of the total group) had none of the above-mentioned condl-
§ Tlhis condition is characterized by psychically
abnormal behavior and attitudes not accounted for by de-
fective mentality, neuroses, epilepsy, or psychoses,
3 See reasons for referral as discussed In Chapter
II, pagos 10-15,

tlons or traits, and were listed as possessing good mental
health. In seven cases the record contained no direct state-
ment of tlie child's mental condition, and since any abnor-
maloy would liave been noted, it seems safe to assume that of
the 51 children, 42 (33^) of the clients were basically
normal
•
5. Intelligence
All but 12 of the children studied had at some time
been given some type of individual psychoraetrlc testf The
i»©siilts are listed in the follov/ing tablet
TABLE 12
Intelligence of the Children
Classification I. Q. lumber Percent
Superior 120-140 2 4
nigh Average 110-120 7 14
Pair Averaj^e 90-110 17 33
Low Average 80-90 6 12
Dull Normal 70-80 6 12
Feebleminded Below 70 1 2
Ho Test Given • • * 12 23
Total 51 100
Of the twelve individuals not tested, seven v/ere
classified in the opinion of the Children's Aid Association
worker, as stated in tiie case record, as having fair avera^
5 Maud A. r.Ierrill, ]|^SignlfIcance of !• Q.,»s on the
Revised Stanford Binet Scales" Journal of Educational
Psychology , 29:643 (Docember, ID'sSj;;
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intelligence; one as dull nomal, v/hile in four cases no in*
dication was given. If these estimates, excluding the four
cases not reported upon, are included with the results shown
in Table 12, the intellifjence of these children can be com-
pared with that of 3633 school children from three Massachu-
setts cities who were studied by the Psycho-Educational
Clinic of Harvard University.^ Table 13 indicates this com-
parison:
TABLE 13
Comparison of Intelli(^ence of Illegitimates
And I^lassachusetts School Children
Illegiti- School
mates Children
Classification !• Q» Ko. % No. ^
Pair /average or Above (above 90) 33 70 2872 79
Low Average ( 81-90 ) 6 13 511 14
Dull Normal ( 71-30 ) 7 15 199 5.5
Feebleminded (under 71) 1 2 56 1.5
Total 47 100 3638 100.0
These data indicate that there are slightly fewer of
the illegitimates in the upper brackets than among the gen-
eral population, and also that many more of them fell in th©
dull normal group. Tlriese children, on the whole, have not
enjoyed a social or economic status comparable to those of a
normal child, and this factor may play some part in the lower
5 An unpublished study quoted by Sheldon and Eleanor
Cleuck in One Thousand Juvenile Delinquents (Cambridp;ei
Harvard University Press, 1934), p 102,

scores they achieved. Therefore, it does not seem that the
intelligence of the illegitimate children considered her©
varies to any significant degree from that of the general
population, as indicated by the quoted study*
6. School Status of the Child (at time of referral)
All but six of the children {12%) were still in
school at the time of their referral to the Children's Aid
Association. Three of these Y/ere working, while tv/o were
not sufficiently adjusted socially and emotionally to hold
employment. One girl was attending a course in beauty cul-
ture at the time of her referral • The data on the grade
level these children had attained before leaving school are
rather limited, but it was noted that two had completed re-
quirements for a high school diploma, while a third had
finished the eighth grade. Three children who were placed
for summej? or temporary care were still in school, but their
grade level was not included in the records. A third had
finished the eighth grade. The following table indicates
the information tiiat was available on the grade level of the
51 children of tte study.

TABLE 14
School Status of the Illegitlmat© Children
Status Ifamber Percent
Nursery School 1 2
Grade one 1 2
» two 4 8
" three
1 our o
five 1 2
* six 3 6
" seven 6 12
" eight 11 21
First Year High School 6 12
Second Year High School 1 2
Third Year High School 5 6
Fourth Year High School 1 2
Special Classes 2 4
Mot in School 6 12
Data Incomplete 6
Total 51 100
On the basis of the age««»grade scale used by the
Boston miblic Schools^, 16 of the children (31^) were not
retarded in their school progress.. Two were even slightly
in advance of the age-scale norms. Twenty-four {47/y) were
retarded, however, by one year or more. Table 15 indicate*
the degree of retardation.
6 Age-grade Norms:
Age Grade Age Grade
6 I 12 VII
7 II 13 VIII
a III 14 IX
9 IV 15 X
10 V 16 XI
11 VI 17 XII

TABLE IS
Degree of Grade Retardation
Years Retai»ded Ifamber Percent
One Year U 46
Two Years e 25
Hbr&e Years* 6 25
Pour Years jl 4
Total 24 100
* This figure included the two children in special
classes since a child is usually three years re-
tarded before placement in an ungraded class is
carried oiit.
The excessive retardation in school revealed by
these figures is not wholly the result of the mental ability
of the children, but must be viewed in the light of poeelbl©
emotional disturbances, of school attendance and behavior,
and of frequent changes from school to school occasioned
by their unstable residence.
7, Habits
In considering the habits of the children studied
an effort was made to obtain information on the character-
istics of the child which might be detrimental to his most
efficient development and effective adjustment to society.
There were 20 children (39^) who have been considered by the
Children's Aid Association as having no bad habits. The
following table indicates the type and incidence of the
habits that were considered markedly undesirable:

TmiE 16
Habits Found in the 51 Illegitimate Children
Type Humber Percent
Good 20 56
Eneursis 9 16
Nail biting 7 12
Siaoking excessively 6 11
Masturbation 5 9
Sex offender 3 a
Drinking 2 4
Data incoaplote
-1 7
Total 56 100
!ii?her© were nine instances (16^) of eneursis; seven
of nail-biting; five {9%) of excessive nastorbationj three
(5%) were sex offenders; two {4%) drank to excess; six (11,^)
under 15 years of age were smoking exce8sively» The smokers
were ell within the age range 12-14; three were boys and
three, girls. One 13 year old boy used tobacco for chewing
as v;ell as for smoking. Three of the illegitimates Ixad more
than one iinfortnnate habit; one was a nail-biter, a raastur-
bator, and a sex offender; another wns troubled by nail-bit*
Ing, eneursis, and masturbation; while the third was a nail-
biter and bed-wetter. The high incidence of enetirsis and of
nail-biting seems si^lficaiit as an indication of the emo-
tional unbalance of these children.
In addition to the above mentioned habits, there
were 14 children (27^ of the {^roup) who presented a consid-
erable problem because of their lying and/or stealing. Nine

of them both lied and stole, v/hllo four were troublesome
only because of stealing*
Unfortunately there are no available statistics on
the incidence of bad habits among the general child popu-
lation which would enable a comparison and a more adequate
indication of the significance of these data,
C. Social Ad.lustment
! ICnowledge of Illesltlmate Status
This is a factor not easily determinable, and th©
difficulties inherent in the situation liave been further
complicated by the necessity of using case records which
may not adequately express such information. This question
la one which requires great tact on the part of the social
worker, since any indiscreetnefis might cause an unstispect-
ing child considerable emotional difficulty, Por this
reason it is difficult for the social worker to investigate
fvilly the point unless the child or relatives are aware
of the situation and fully cooperate. Some children may
carry a secret knowledge, or possibly merely suspect, the
truth in regard to their unconventional origin, and express
it only through their behavior. Therefore, the information
gathered from the 51 records to the effect that 27 of these
children (53^) did not know of their illegitimate status
cannot be accepted with any great degree of assu.rance. Soma
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of them may have secretly known or suspected the truth. The
information that 13 of them (35^) were aware that they were
1
the childr»en of unmarried mothers is of much more value in
understanding the full import of the knowledge to the chil-
dren
Also of great significance would be the age at which^
and the method by which, the child became aware of his stand*
ing in the community. Information on the first point was not
available, If indeed it could be obtained* Some material
was found on the avenue of information. One child was in-
formed, in a very vulgar and shocking manner, by his step-
father in a moment of habitual rage at the mother and her
child. Another discovered the truth from his schoolmates,
while still another first learned of the circiAmstaiices of
his birth when he obtained a birth certificate preparatory
to enrollment in the Civilian Conservation Corps. A foiirth
child was informed in some undisclosed manner by the maternal
relatives. There was one mother who explained the situation
to her child in a very nice way. It was not indicated how
the other twelve learned of their illegitimacy.
There seems to be general agreement among writers in
this field of the advisability of informing the illegitimate

oMld of the circtimstances of his birth. * This should be
done to prevent th© unfortunate and traumative experience
of his learning the truth from a taunting playmate or dis-
covered docuiJients, or an overheard conversation. The cer-
tainty/ of an established knowledge is considered uiuch more
conducive to emotional stability than a secret knowledge,
which latter may lead to repression and conflicts.^
2. Reaction of the Child to the Knowledge of His
Illogitimacy
Like discovering whether the child has a knowledge
of his illegitimacy, the reaction of a child to an under-
standing of his situation is a difficult factor to evaluate,
since so many extraneous factors complicate the picture, such
as bad physical and social environment, as well as lack of
proper affection and direction from tiie parents. However,
of th© 18 children (35^0 who were thought to be aware of
their status, ten (55^) were considered, on the basis of in-
formation available in the records, as having no obvious un-
favorable reaction to their knowledge. Three children (15^^)
7 Mary Buell Sayles, Substitute Parents (New York:
The Commonv/ealth Fund, 1936), p. 5.
Ilyiaan S. Lippman, "Emotional Factors Inherent in
Illegitimacy", An address presented at the Minnesota State
Conference of Social Work, May 8, 1939. IT. S. Children's
Bureau Paiiphlet, pp. 4-5.
V/llllam Healy, Ijental Conflicts and Misconduct
(Boston: Little Brown and Company, 1923), p. 47.
8 V/llllam Healy, idem .

wer© imich disturbed and In considerable conflict; while two
others (10;^) were greatly confvi.8ed by the sudden revelation
that the person they had considered their father really v/as
not an own father. One child (5^) v/as described as very
bitter toward the mother v&io had untruthfally assured him
that the father imd died some years before* One lllegltl'-
mate seemed merely embarrassed by the situation, but imich
concerned lost his friends learn of his background j while
still another came to feol himself unwanted in the home of
his mother and step-father because of a sense of "not be-
longing" •
3* Attitudes and Behavior
The discussion under this heading will deal with
the children as of tlie tlni© of their referral and is not
concerned with other periods of their lives,
a* in the Home
The conduct of 33 (65^) of the 51 children was
considered poor by the agency v/orker while they were at home*
Some children had more than one type of problem behavior*
Tliere were eleven situations of defiance, freshness, and
dominating attitudes in the homej seven Incidences of running
away from home on two or more occasions j eight of frequent
lying and stealing; four each of overactiveness, late night S|
temper tantrmas, and a tendency to shirk all duties and re-

sponsibllities. Two girls wore involved In sex difficulties
in their own homes - one with a brother of her father who was
livins with the family*
Seventeen children (33^) were recorded as having
satisfactory condn.ct at home, and as presenting no behavior
problem there* In only one case was there no indication of
the child's attit\ides while in the family Qroup.
b» In th© School
Six of the 61 children were not attending school
at the time of referral and are not considered here. The
data on tln^ee children were incomplete since no mention was
mad© of this point in the case record. Since these three
were placed for the summer only, the omission can be under-
stood. It should be important, however, to be aware of all
aspects of a child's adjustment. It could be assumed, no
doubt, that when no mention was made of behavior problems,
there were none worthy of note. However, for the purpose
of accuracy, tljese children have been classified under "data
incomplete'^, and comprise seven percent of the total group.
Tv/enty-three children {51% of those in school)
were considered to be problems in their various schools. Ten
of this group presented difficulty because of their bad con-
duct in the classroom* They v/ere saucy, restless, over-
agressive in their contacts with other children, laughed and
whispered, or were problems because of considerable lying or

stealing. The remaining 13 came to the attention of the
school authorities because of truancy* Good conduct was
indicated for 19 (42^); ten of these were doing credita"fele
work in their classes, while nine performed poorly from an
academic standpoint.
c. In the Coiamunity
There were 20 boys (39^) whose behavior in the
corcmmlty, excluding home and school activities, was good
and in no way a problem. Eighteen (55>o) had unsatisfactory
adjustments in the form of delinquencies. The difficulties
consisted of 11 incidents of stealing; three of lying; and
an equal number of run-aways, while there were eight of
undesirable sex behavior. Only nine members of this group,
hoY/ever, were brought into court because of their behavior.
A group of nine children (13^) were quite well-
behaved, but were considered problems for various reasons.
Six of them churamed with undesirable companions and were in
danger of becoming delinquent; while three experienced
difficulty in getting along with other children because of
their agressiveaeaa. Three other children {&%) presented no
active problem in the coraraimity, one because it was too
yoimg to be out in the community, and the others because of
shyness remained at home whenever possible. There was no
Indication In the record of the corimninity conduct of one boy

4* Personality of the Child
Tb0 personality traits of the children have been
taken directly from the description listed in the case recordi
by the social workers. Table 17 presents a classification
of the chief traits attributed to the group:
TABLE 17
Personality Traits of the 51 Children
Traits Ifumber Percent
Friendly and Outgoing 22 27
Shy and Retiring 3 10
Aggressive and Stubborn 22 27
Immature 9 U
Insectire and Fearful S 10
?;Ilscellaneous'^ 10 13
Data Incomplete 2 2
Total 81 100
* See belov/ for a description of the traits Included
\mder this heading
The classifications, "friendly and outgoing" and "shy and
retiring" are self-explanatory. The "aggi»essive and stubborn"
group includes such traits as fresh (3), spoiled (5), stubborn
(8), demanding (2), irritable (2) and dominating (2), "In-
secure and fearful" includes feelings of inferiority (4),
abnormal fears (2) and searching for affection (2), The
"miscellaneous" is composed of characteristics not classifi-
able under any other heading. Some of these traits are: su*»
perficial (2), lazy (3), cries easily (2), effeminate (2)
and easily dlaoouraged (1)<

Chapter VII
SmSAARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A* SvmiisLTj of Flndinp^g
In the preceding pages have been presented the back-
grounds of 51 illegitimate children who were discharged
from the care of the Children* s Aid Association of Boston
during the years 1934-55-36-38-39^40, and who were six
years of age or older at the time of their referral to the
agency.
The first attempt to understand the situation in wliich
these children matured was directed toward the physical*
mental, emotional and social factors that operated in the
lives of their parents, since these would tend to be re-
flected in the parents* reaction to the child, and thus
affect the child's adjustment. Follov/ing the data on the
mother and the father, attention was given to the environ-
mental experiences of the child, such as various details of
its care by tlie mother, and the placement experiences av/ay
from the mother prior to its referral. Tlie next division of
tlie stiady has dealt with the developmental aspects and the
adj\istinents acliieved by the ciiild as of the time of referral*
1. ThQ Mother
The mothers of these illegitimate children were con-
siderably older tlrian were those considered in some other

studies; 37 percent (23) being iinder the age of 25 years, as
compared with well over 60 percent in the other groups con-
stilted.
Over ono'^half of them were American-bom and an
equal mmber were in good physical eoid mental health. Of
the 23 mot^iere rated on tli© basis of intelligence, nine (39^)
were classified aa dull normal or feebleminded, ^hree
fourths of the 28 mothers whoa© educational achievements
were known had completed the eighth grade, although only
two were high school graduates.
The type of the mother *s parental home is signifi-
cant in a consideration of the mother's ability to care
for the child* Thirty-nine percent of the mothers (18) were
bom outside the United States, and the living conditions
there were not known, but it would seem plausible that a
considerable number of ttem were on their own resources from
an early age, and could expect little assistance from their
families in their time of need* Over one-half the mothers
whose backgrounds were known carae from homes broken by
death, incompatibility of the grandparents, or from homes
in which the grandparents were unable or unwilling to give
them good training or support
•
This lack of parental support was further compli-
cated by the fact that 53 percent of the mothers were not
married, aj'id, therefore, had no husband to support them.

!In fact, when the widows, divorcees, and deserted mothers
were excluded, only 25 percent of the mothers were living
j
with the alleged father or with another man» The lives of
these latter mothers, however, were by no means completely
stable and asfrared.
Over threo-fourths of these mothers had supported
themselves by employment, chiefly in unskilled and semi-
skilled occtipations, prior to the birth of the child of this
study, and a considerable percentage continued to support
themselves and baby following its birth.
Contributions to the care of mother and child by the
alleged father were nil in 59 percent of the cases, and,
with the exception of nine men (17%) who were living vdth
the mother, the remaining alleged fathers gave only small
sums to their care.
The difficulties of financial management were further
complicated by the fact that 80 percent of the mothers had on«
or more illegitimate and/or legitimate children in addition
to the child of this study. Of these 60 percent had one or
more illegitimate children in addition to the client consid-
ered here.
Over one-half the mothers had poor moral standards
aside from the irregularity which resulted in the birth of
our client, aM because of their sexual irregularities, or
criminal tendencies would be considered unfit to be entrusted
with the training of children.

It can be seen, therefore, that thea© laothers were,
in large proportion, unfit or unable to provide their
children by precept or example the training in ideala and
self-control so necessary for successful social participa-
tion, or to furnish thsm with the stabilizing influences
of home life and sufficient supervision to prevent their
involvement in delinquencies*
2* Tl^ Father
Paternity was established in only slightly more than
one-half the cases considered; being about equally divided
as to method between informal admissions of the man involved,
and establishment by means of court action. Therefore, in
approximately 50 percent of the oases the fathers were not
definitely known, and could not be called upon for informa-
tion or possible financial contributions. When this lack
of basic Information is combined with omissions in regard
to the varioiis aspects of development and adjustment in the
known fathers, the available mterial is frequently inade-
quate as an indication of major tendencies. The following
resume Is presented with these limitations in view.
The great majority of known fathers were Arnerican-
bom. Tlieir age-span was from 17 to 60 years, of whom 12
percent were under 26 years of age. Only two of the 21
fathers on whom data were available were reported to have
been handicapped by physical defect or diseases; and only

one as being "psychotic, but not committable!?
One-half of the known fathers were married at the
tiine of the birth of the child, and possibly had the re-
sponaibility of a legjitimate family.
In nearly one-third of the bases (14), the alleged
fathers had continued to manifest more or less Interest In
the mother, although the interest was often not a healthy
one or the relationship hariTionious.
Slightly more than one-fourth of all the fathers
(13 of 16 known fathers) were of poor moral standards as
testified by their frequent intoxication, extensive court
records or sexual irregalarltios.
Little comprehension of the financial status of
the men involved could be gained from the available mater-
ial • However, about 25 percent of them (13 of 23) were
either chronically unemployed, or unskilled and semi-skilled
workers. The payments Made for the support of mother and
child seem negligible. Only a small percentage of thB
mothers (19^) lived vdth the alleged fathers, and some of
these (9%) were obliged to support their men, as tlie lattejf
were unable to even provide for themselves • Some 14 per-
cent of the fathers made small financial contribiitions of
limited amounts and duration, which could be of little
benefit to tlie mother in her unfortvinate position*
It is obvious from these limited data obtainable

from th© case records that every indication points to the
poor quality and backgrounds of these men, and even more to
limited assistance in the rearing of their children which
emanated from them.
3. Environment of Child Prior to Referral
One»half the mothers were rated ss devoted to and
much concerned aboiit the welfare of their children, even
though it had been impossible for them to keep the child
with them or to care for and instruct it adequately.
Nearly one-half tlie children of this study (21) re-
mained in a home with the mother for less than six years*
while one-ljhird (17) of them had been permanently with the
mother up to the time of the referral. Also fifty percent
of the children tiie conditions of whose homelife was known
had lived in very unsatisfactory physical and moral situa-
tions \sftiile with the motlier. In addition, the great majori*
ty of tliese children (84^) did not receive intelligent or
consistent discipline, because of the inability or unwill-
ingness of tb9 mother to provide it.
In nearly 25 percent of the cases the reasons for
the child *s removal from the mother was not stated; an
equal number of separations occurred because of the economic^
physical or mental inability of the mother, the economic
being the most numerous cause in this group; while approxi-
mately one-tliird of the mothers were no longer interested

and desired to be rid of their responsibilities
The nuraber of placements away from the motlier ranged
fi»oin none to 15 or more. One*tliird of the children had one
or two placements, and an equal number experienced three or
more, ^Imsj tiiany of tirjese childi^n were forced to adjust
to several varied home situations, frequently in a very
short period of tli^* Nearly one-fourth of the group were
placed in private foster homes by the mothers, a nuEiber
lived with relatives or were placed in agency foster homest
and a few were with adoptive parents, in institutions, or
with the alleged father. The fact that nearly 00 percent of
the children were with the mother at the time of referral is
misleading because less than half this nujsiber had permanently
remained with liser, and imist be explained on the basis that
sorae of the mother's overcame their physical or economic
disabilities and then took the child with them#
Thus, it seems that few children of the study en-
joyed the stability and security of permanent residence nor
the consistency of pare by one person, not to mention up-
lifting moral influence s»
4. The Child
The illegitimates of this study were about evenly
divided in respect to sex, but the girls were older on tlie
whole, since over one-half of them (15) were 15 years of
age or older as com.pared with only one-foiirth of tlm boys{6)#
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Pour of the girls wero themselves unraarrled mothsrs in need
of assistance mid guidance*
Nearly 70 percent of the ohllclren were considered
as in good physical health, and 83 pe2:»cent were likewise
of good mental condition. There was one neurotic child,
and eight who were diagnosed as constitutioiially inferior.
The few physical hcmdicaps wore, on the whole, of such
nature as to be readily amenable to corrective treatment.
In regard to intelligence, there were nine percent
fewer of the illegitimates in the upper brackets, and ten
percent more in the dull normal or feebleialnded levels than
was found in a study of the intelligence of a general
school population.
All but six of the clients were attending school
at the time of their referral* However, nearly one-half of
them were for various reasons retarded one or more years in
tiieir grade achievement, of whom more than one-half were
two years or more belilnd the generally accepted rate of
advancement •
Sixty percent of the children had objectionable
habits which were detrimental to themselves or' to others.
Enuresis, nail-biting and excessive xise of tobacco headed
the list of difficulties on the basis of freq\ienoy of
occurrence. About twenty-five percent of tlie group were
problems because of tendencies to thefts and/or falsehoods.
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Slightly more than one-third of the group (18) wer«
known to be aware of their status as children of unmarried
mothers, but it does not follow that others did not secret-
ly know or suspect the circumstances of their origin. Ihe
manner in which this information came was known in only a
few instances, these being on the whole unfortunate and
trauj^iatic to the child. The reaction to this knowledge was
not described as markedly unfavorable in most Instances,
although some were much disturbed and confused or even
bitter toward those who were responsible.
The behavior of the group in the home situation was
considered satisfactory and non-problem in one-third of the
cases. The chief difficulties encountered v/ere inability
of the parent-persons to control the activities of the
child while in the home, persistent riinning away, and dis-
honesty. A slightly larger number of children {42%) were
successful in adjusting to the demands of school than to
the home. The Indications of lack of success on the part
of the others was about equally divided between frequent
truancy and defiance or misconduct in the classroom. In
regard to activities outside the home and school, adjust-
ments were satisfactory in 39 percent of the instances.
Stealing, running away, and undesirable sex behavior in the

community were the chief offenses committed by the other
children. One-half of the problem gro-up (9) were sufficient-
ly dellnqtient to have made court appearances. Nine other
children were considered as being pre-delinquent because of
i
their activities in association with undesirable companions,
j
II
Thus, the greatest number of problems of these iphildren were
|
|
made manifest in the home, ratlier than in the community, or
in the school where the smallest number were involved.
In summary 5 the children discussed here were rather
old from the point of view of treatment success, since near-
ly one-half (41,^) were fifteen years of age or older. On
the whole, hov/ever, their physical and mental conditions
were good, and the somewhat low intelligence rating, as well
as the grade retardation, could reasonably be explained on
the basis of emotional and environmental distractions which
|
would be aiiienable to treatment procedure. Hov/ever, the task
presented by their referral, and the responsibility under-
taken by the acceptance of these cMldren, was no light one
as 75 percent of the cases had demonstrated more or less
established tendencies toward delinquency or personality
deviations which were preventing their normal social ad-
jus tment
•
B« Conclusions
Prom this study certain inferences can be drawn about

the parents, the early environmental conditional and tbo
children thamselves as they were referred to the child plao«»
ing a.'^ency. I'hese Inferences, in turn, despite the limited
number of cases considered, may be of value in indicating
certain trends in the general problem of illegitimacy that
can be more clearly and definitely eatabllahed by further
investigation.
On the basis of the preceding discussion there seems
justification for the presentation of the following con-
clusions:
!• Illegitiinacy Implies social maladjustment - a condi-
tion of which the child is the result as well as a victim.
It indicates the absence of adequate home life on the part
of the moths r - poverty, immorality, absence of supervision
or even active encouragement to a social conduct. It
points to lack of opportunit:/ for the proper expression of
normal desires for recreation, for education, and for wages
that will permit satisfactory standards of living. I^ike
other delinquent conduct it brings to attention the failure
of parents and of society to provide moral training and
tactful guidance toward tiie attainment of emotional and
social maturity.
The data on the father are less complete, but probably
the collection of more detailed information would disclose
similiarly unsatisfactory conditions of environment. Cer-

talnly there is a great lack of assumption of responsibility
on his part.
Illegitimacy, therefore, is not an isolated problem.
It is hut one expression of individual and social inade-
quacy which can best be combated by coordinated social ac-
tion directed towa3:»d the elimination of basic causes.
2, Birth out-of-wedlock places definite burdens upon
the child unfortunate enough to be so classified. Often he
cannot enjoy the stability and emotional development aris-
ing from normal home life because of the absence of hia
mother and fatl'ier, and because of changes of residence de-
temtned by economic necessity or the whims of his, too
frequently, imstable and handicapped mother. In most in-
stances the child is deprived of support by the father, and
what is perhaps more important, the affection and guidance
of a father. The psychological effect upon the child of
the uncertainty of his parentage, of the desire to know his
heritage, and of the fear of discovery of his situation by
others cannot be at all conducive to self-assurance and
stability. From this background of somewliat poor heredity,
poor environmental conditions, and emotional insecurity It
is not aupprising that much delinquency and maladjustment of
personality result.
3. There would seem, on the basis of this study, to be

a great need for more active participation on the part of
society (through legislation or by social agencies) in the
arrangement and execution of plans for the protection of
illegitimate children, and for the assurance tih&t all possi-
ble efforts are made to the end that these children may ob-
tain the closest approximation to the experiences and the
protection of a normal home. In very few instances did the
children with whom we are concerned here come to the atten-
tion of a social agency at the time of birth. Their lives
and circumstances were, for the most part, directed by their
raothera until such time as they came to public notice through
problems of health, personality or delinquency • Thus the
situation called for treatment procedures which might well
have been unnecessary if preventative steps had been taken
earlier. One reason for this situation seems to lie in the
fact that few of tiie children were born in hospitals or
maternity homes and most of them v/ere reared by the mother
or relatives end, therefore, did not receive the supervision
provided for in Massachusetts by the State Department of
Public welfare, nor were they brought to the attention of
private agencies.
Possibly the reactions of a child are such that in-
adequate and emotionally-disturbing living situations are
not revealed by overt manifestations of sufficient acute-
ness to warrant preventive or corrective measures until

adolescence, but, on the other hand, further investigation
may reveal opportunities for improvement in our present sys*
tern of child protection*
4. Another serious weakness in efforts to promote the
well-being of these children as revealed in this study was
the marked failure to establish paternity* Of course, this
again can probably be largely attributed to the non-particl*
pation of social agencies at the time of the child *s birth*
Efforts toward case work with the fathers should be attemp-
ted by a male worker wherever possible, not merely pointing
toward the collection of support for the child, but to gain
knowledge of the father and of his situation with the view
to his possible reconciliation with the mother. P'alllng
this, or having arrived at the decision that the welfare of
the child would beat be served by absence of the father,
one at least would have valuable understanding of the father
which could be presented to the child at such time as needed
to meet its demands for facts about the parental backgroxind*
A trend away from the conception of punishing the father by
court action, to that of understanding him on a case work
basis as a product of social forces and attempting to point
out his responsibility for the child *s welfare would seem to
offer Interesting possibilities. Legal action may be util-
ized at times as an effective supplementary,'- tool, but Indl-

j86
cations point to its detrimental effect when -used too fre-
qiiently; and thoro may be danser of over-use beca\:ise of its
apparent but misleading simplicity. In the few Instances
of this paper when court orders were obtained for payments
in support of mother and child, the financial advantage
acciniing to them were negligable*
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Client's Name DATA
I. The Parents:
Case No,
Date of Referral
A. The MOTHER
Occupation
Age at referral Nationality
Age at Chil^'.-s hTr^h
Color Religion
Health
Geo*
Poor
Defects
Injuries
Education
Grades
High
Marital Status (at preg)
Single
Married to another
Widowed
Divorced
Attitude toward child
Intelligen je
No test given
Superior
'di gh A.verage
/air Average
Low AiTHrage
Dull Normal
FeebleninrLed
Mental Health
Neurotic
Psychotic
Goci
Other Children
Legitimate
II legitimate
Morals
Irregular
Promiscious
Prostitute
Relationship to al, fa,
Living with him
Paramour
Fiance
Chance Acq.
Nationality of parents
Mo. Fa.
Cultural adjusts, in home
Attitude toward alleged father
Status of Mother's
Fa. Living
Deserted
Divorced
Legal Sep.
Fa. Cead
Fa , ^nknown
Data Incomplete
Parents at ^reg.
Mother Living
Deserted
Divorced
Legal Sep.
Mother Dead
Data Incomplete
B. The ALLEGED FATHER:
Paternity established
No Why not
Yes Adjudicated
Inf. admission
Occupation
Age at referral
Ago at Child's birth
Nationality Color
Health
Goot'.
PoDr
Defects
Injuries
Morals
Irregular
Promiscious
Marital Status
Single
Married anothor
Vridower
Divorced
Intelligence
No test given
Superior
High Average
Fair Average
Low Average
Dull Normal
Feobl3minded
Mental Health
Neurotic
Psychotic
Good
Religion
Nations lity of Parents Mo.
Education
Grades
12345678
High
Economic Status
Fa.
Race of Parents Mo. Fa.
Ca"'.tu:>'al Adjustments in the Home
Atttiude toward Mother Attitude toward Child
II. Environment of Child Prior to Referral
A. CARE BY MOTHER Duration
Type of Home
Rooming House
Working Home
Maternity Home
Home of parents
Supervision of Child
Good Poor
PJiysical Condit, of Home
No. of Rooms
12345678
Location
Urban
Rural
Occupants of Home
Mo. Fa. Mo's Hus,
Siblings M F
Step-sibings M F
Others
1 '
1[» ^
-.'
DATA SHEET 2 Case No.
Attitude bf- other children in the home Attitude of Relatives in home
Moral situation in the home
B. FIRST PLACEMENT Duration
(Number of placements
Physical condition of the hom"e
Type of home No. of Rooms Occupants
Institution 12345678
Rooming House
Reason for Removal
") V^hose plan
Location of home Urban Rural
^
Morals in home Behavior of Child
Treatment and Discipline accorded child
C. Second PLACEMENT Duration
Physical condition of the home'
Reason for Removal
V/hose plan
Type of Homo
Institution
Rooming House
No. of Rooms
1?345678
Occupants
Location of home Urban Rural
Morals in home Behavior of Child
III. THE CHILD Age at Referral
Reason for Referral
Source of Referral Sex
Health
Good
Poor
Defects
%dical iiist.
Intelligence
No test given
Superior
High Average
Fair Average
Low Average
Dull Normal
Feebleminded
Mental Health
Neurotic
Psychotic
Good
Habits School Status
Smoking Grade
Eneursis Normal
Good Ylhy not
Knowledge of Illegitimate ^tatus Yes
Reaction
Interests
Aptitudes
No How -ticquired
Knowledge of and reaction to alleged fa.
Behavior in School
Behavior in Homo
Behavior in Community
Personality
S to
am;
La-
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